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The Only Good Indians

by Stephen Graham Jones
Four American Indian men, who shared a
disturbing event during their youth, are
hunted down years later by an entity bent
on revenge that forces them to revisit the
culture and traditions they left behind.

The Deep

by Alma Katsu
Surviving the sinking of the Titanic, Annie
takes a job as a nurse on the Britannic
before encountering a fellow survivor who
forces her to reckon with past demons. By
the award-winning author of The Hunger.

Clown In a Cornfield

by Adam Cesare
Resolving to keep her head down through
graduation when a factory closing divides
the adults and kids in her small community,
Quinn is caught in a dispute between
tradition and progress before a homicidal
corporate mascot begins targeting teens.
40,000 first printing. Simultaneous eBook.

If It Bleeds

by Stephen King
The award-winning literary master presents
a collection of four novella-length tales,
complementing the title piece with the
stories, Mr. Harrigan’s Phone, The Life of
Chuck and Rat. Simultaneous.

Mexican Gothic

by Silvia Moreno-Garcia
A reimagining of the classic gothic suspense
novel follows the experiences of a
courageous socialite in 1950s Mexico who is
drawn into the treacherous secrets of an
isolated mansion. By the author of Gods of
Jade and Shadow.
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The Southern Book
Club's Guide to Slaying
Vampires

by Grady Hendrix
When her hectic but predictable life is
upended by a vicious attack by an elderly
local, Patricia unexpectedly bonds with a
well-read neighbor who her senile motherin-law claims to have known herself when
she was a girl.

Wonderland

by Zoje Stage
Moving to a rural farmhouse in far upstate
New York, Orla, a retired dancer, must
protect her family from an unknown entity
that is calling to them from the land, in the
earth, beneath the trees — and in their
minds. 50,000 first printing.

Empire of wild

by Cherie Dimaline
Inspired by the Canadian Métis legend of
the Rogarou, a U.S. debut finds a woman
reconnecting with her heritage when her
missing husband reappears in the form of a
charismatic preacher who does not
recognize her. 75,000 first printing.

The Hollow Places

by T. Kingfisher
"A young woman discovers a strange portal
in her uncle's house, leading to madness
and terror in this gripping new novel from
the author of the "innovative, unexpected,
and absolutely chilling" (Mira Grant, Nebula
Award-winning author) The Twisted Ones.
The Hollow Places is another compelling
and white-knuckled horror novel that you
won't be able to put down"

Devolution

by Max Brooks
A modern retelling of the Bigfoot legend is
presented as a gripping journal by a woman
from a high-tech Pacific Northwest
community who becomes cut off from
civilization by a volcanic eruption before
witnessing the flight of starving humanoid
beings. Maps.
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